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Cases education in the USA

Success Story: A student "Global Dialogue" entered the University of Ivy League

Our students

This is our biggest pride!And present proof that study abroad

This is a dream that can be performed.We recently received an interview with our student Christina
and Chris sideways, her personal consultant at Kings Concordia College, and we want to share
them.

Christina began his way with learning in Kings New York at CONCORDIA College on the On
Campus Plus program.After submitting documents in the top universities, she received an offer from
Cornell University

One of the best universities in the United States, which is included in the world-famous Ivy League
Association.Christina will be trained at the hotel business school with Cornell University in the
specialty hotel management.

Christina, what school do you learn and what are you studying?

I learn the hotel business in Kings Concordia College New York.

Why did you decide to receive a bachelor's degree in America?

I focused on education in the USA, because in the future I want to use my diploma to find really
good work.I really like the American education system, because it is directed not only for narrow
specialization, but also covers other items

For example, humanitarian sciences.

What specialization are you interested in and why?

I like the hospitality industry, this is my passion.I want to convey the basic values of hospitality to
others so that they can suspend and think about their own values in life and to realize them.
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What are your plans after graduation?

After graduation, I want to get a master's degree in real estate in Cornell University.In the future, I
would like to work in the Middle East, especially I am interested in Qatar, Abu Dhabi and the UAE.

Why did you decide to learn in Kings Concordia?

I used to in New York earlier and I can say that this is my favorite city in the world!Concordia allowed
me to be closer to Manhattan.And there is a very colorful population, so I can practice my
language.In Concordia, I especially liked the professors, they are so friendly, and they truly care
about students.Since the classes are small, I have no feeling of boredom around the house.In
general, Concordia has become my home.

What is your favorite subject?And what do you think the most difficult?

My favorite subject was sociology.After his visit, I always had a sense of self-identification.From
complex subjects I can identify chemistry.It is more concentrated on a nursing program, so this is
difficult enough for a student who does not study science as its specialization.

How did you define goals for yourself and what did Kings help help you?

This consultant, whose name is Chris side

He is the best worldwide!Chris helped me for the whole time and provided all the necessary
information that I needed.He always held me aware of the latest events or changes related to school
politics or a new rating system.I am still looking forward to solutions from several schools, but I
recently came invitations from Fordham University, University of San Francisco and Cornell
University, where I translate this spring.

What extracurricular activity did you like most in Concordia?

I want to mention my internship in the art gallery Osilas in Campus Concordia.During my work in the
gallery, I mastered a lot of professional skills that would come in the future.This is the practical
experience of the leadership, and the organization of materials in an object-oriented style.Such skills
cannot be obtained in the classroom, they need to be acquired in the profession.Chris Bock, Senior
Consultant Kings Concordia

Chris talked about his experience with Christina on the way to the formation of her dreams.

The last four semesters, I worked with Christina as a senior Kings consultant in Concordia College.

During the first year in Concordia, Christina visited various seminars, including the introduction of
higher education in the United States, the choice of university, writing the perfect essay.I met her



several times a month to plan her translation, and also help choose a subject for a course work and
identify her school demands.

As all documents are filling out, Christina began to meet with me 2-3 times a week to make sure she
had time to prepare for enrollment.For Cornell, we have worked for three options for its essay and
the application to it.

Her statement was based on passion for the field of hospitality and long-term plan to open the chain
of hotels serving Vegetarian travelers.Its goal was truly unique and memorable, so Christine
managed to stand out among other candidates in such a highly competitive program Cornell
University.

Essay Christina and the section Activities in her application allowed her to allocate its outstanding
experience in campus, including employment in the Osilas gallery, which is the main ART-space of
Concordia.In this role, she helped with installations, met guests and answered all their questions,
and also assisted the gallery director.

The persistence of Christina in improving its GPA and IELTS results and a thorough assessment of
a number of programs presumably suitable for it allowed her to take wise decisions during
documents.

Its development, combined with a unique purpose, to become a leading vegan hotel, allowed her to
stand out and achieve an amazing result at the Cornell Hotel Management School.We wish her all
the best in Ithaca and Cornell University!About the hotel business school with Cornell University

School of hotel business at the University of Cornell (Cornell University`s School Of Hotel
Administration)

This is the most prestigious educational institution in the world specializing in the training of the hotel
case.It takes 1 place in the world according to the magazine CEOWORLD.

Dean school, Kate Walsh, claims:

The industry finds our students very well prepared, intellectually strong, emotionally organized and
also sees in them excellent communicators.Simply put, they are headed above graduates of other
hospitality programs and other business programs.

Read also

Catastrophe in Russian engineering education

According to the head of Skolteha Alexander Kuleshova, Russian education in the field of
engineering and IT is experiencing global decline.What happened to the Patriotic Engineering
School and where in the world you can get current knowledge of technical specialties - read in our



article.
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Arrival and training in LSE: Personal experience

Our student Alexander, student London School of Economics and Political Science, spoke about
how to enroll in the British university and why need consultants for education.

Read more

Interview with the General Director of Global Dialogue Lychagin Vyacheslav Alexandrovich

Journalist of Magazine "Business and Law English" Ksenia Temnikov conducted an exclusive
interview with Vyacheslav Lychagin about current training programs abroad.

Read more
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